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SYNOPSIS

Arnau is a conscientious 17 year-old. His mother is in prison but he doesn’t entirely understand why, he only dreams of 
getting her out to see summer and the sea. For this, he’s going to need a good lawyer, which means money, something 
Arnau doesn’t have, nor does his sister, brother or his uncle. 
 
While hoping to earn enough in the meantime at the brasserie where he works, Arnau dedicates himself to his true passion: 
songbird competitions. Arnau has trained several birds and they could be considered his only friends. He also has a fox, 
which he rescued after finding it dying in the river. With these companions, Arnau feels prepared to face all that life can 
throw at him. Especially when his favourite bird becomes the champion of Catalonia. The sky is blue, the trees have not 
yet been eaten up by the encroaching sprawl of the town and every day is full of promise.
 
When his uncle informs him that it’s also possible to win a lot of money dog racing, Arnau sees another opportunity to 
release his mother. But a dark night will teach him that miracles don’t grow on trees and Arnau will be forced to confront 
a terrible reality…
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SETTINg 
                          Petit Indi



vAllBONA

The environment of the film Petit Indi is a natural setting 
that has seen progressive changes over time.

The process of writing the script started in 2004. At that time Vallbona 
was in full transformation, and when the story was being written, 
the essential features of the area were taken into consideration in 
the state that they were in at that precise moment. When the team 
started shooting the film four years later, the region changed once 
again due to TGV works, the construction of bridges and buildings 
and the disappearance of the characteristic vegetable gardens of the 
area. This forced the team to rework several features of the script to 
adapt to the new reality of the landscape.

Vallbona is a suburb of Barcelona. It is found in a mountainous 
zone on the border between Barcelona and Montcada i Reixac. 
The construction of several motorways during the late sixties has 
practically isolated the district from the rest of the city.

This no man’s land situated between the regions of Barcelona and 
Vallés, where the river Besòs runs through and leads down to the 
sea, is a desolate region often forgotten by the habitants of the big 
city. 

It’s here where life flourishes and everything is in constant 
transformation. It is a type of laboratory where excessive architectural 
growth has resulted in modern buildings and structures coexisting 
alongside constructions from past decades. It is a region that 
welcomes and integrates people from all different ethnicities and 
cultures.

The Transformation.

It’s a place where there is a prevailing incertitude 
about the management of the land: nobody is sure if 
a university or a cultural centre will be constructed, if 
the place will continue to be a district or will end up 
being transformed into a residential area. 

If we look at the surrounding areas, through 
observing and speaking to its people, we realise that 
Vallbona is reminiscent of the Llobregat Hospitalet 
in the seventies: at the time it was also a district in 
transformation, in which everything was changing and 
where there was solidarity and agreement between 
various associative movements that is still evident 
today. This process of transformation, the possibility 
of going from one place to another is at the heart of 
the story of this film.

Vallbona will be Barcelona’s first eco-district. It will 
eventually join with the rest of the city by way of 
the urban sprawl but nature will be caught up and 
integrated into its fabric at the same time.



The Meridiana cynodrome 

The Meridiana cynodrome was the last cynodrome opened in Spain. Built in a modern style (FAD architecture prize in 
1964, and town heritage) and situated in the Barcelonan region of Congrés, it was a meeting and leisure centre where 
it was rumoured that the patrons were betting more than they were winning. The retired and the unemployed were 
the usual visitors. 

The cynodrome closed its doors in February 2006 and when the shooting for Little Indi began, it had already been 
abandoned for a while. As a result, the film crew had considerable work to do to recreate how it had looked. A little 
anecdote regarding the extras in the film: we managed to find numerous, actual ex-patrons of the place, people who 
had formerly bet on the greyhound races staged here as well as former employees so the atmosphere was ripe with 
nostalgia. 

The greyhound races were also recreated with professional greyhounds that race routinely.





MARC SOTO

ARNAU SEEN BY MARC SOTO

Arnau lives in his own private world. He is an introverted, 
innocent, shy teenager. He has a little companion, a goldfinch. 
His mother, Filo, is in prison and so Arnau lives with a challenge: 
freeing her. His older sister, Sole, will take on the role of his 
absent mother.

EulAlIA RAMON

SOLE SEEN BY EULÀLIA RAMON

Vallbona: her neighbourhood, her life, the place where she lives 
and the place where she wants to live. It’s what fate had for her, 
and she doesn’t aspire to change it. Perhaps she feels it would be 
almost impossible to do so. Day after day, however, something 
makes everything make sense, whether it is protecting Arnau, 
arguing with Sergi and questioning his way of life, receiving uncle 
Ramon and his hopes of change, or simply seeing life go by next 
to Spider. Such is Sole’s habitat and she wants to keep it and not 
give in to the constant siege from the metropolis.

     ThE ACTORS AND

ThEIR ChARACTERS



EDuARDO NORIEgA

SERGI SEEN BY EDUARDO NORIEGA 

Sergi is an escapist. He passively witnesses how the world 
surrounding him is being completely transformed feeling unable 
to keep on with his own life. He has a boat, goes partying, has 
fun; he does whatever it takes to enjoy himself and evade the 
responsibilities he doesn’t want to face up. Sergi would like to 
protect Arnau, but he is not used to communicate with him at 
an intimate level, and that makes it difficult for him to know 
his brother’s worries.

PERE SuBIRANA

SPIDER SEEN BY PERE SUBIRANA 

Spider is one of these people that go through life unnoticed. 
He is a quiet, ambitionless man. He is not at odds with his 
environment. He just adapts to it. He doesn’t take part in 
the frictions between Sole and Sergi, but his mere presence 
functions as a bridge between brother and sister. Meanwhile, 
Arnau, adrift in his teens, finds in Spider a quiet accomplice 
that stands up as a figure when his older and idealized brother 
falls down.

SERgI lOPEz

UNCLE RAMON SEEN BY SERGI LÓPEZ

Uncle Ramon takes care of his family. He seems to live on the 
margins of everything, but ultimately it is him who stays firm 
and supports his niece Sole. Uncle Ramon likes gambling on 
greyhound races. The day he sees Arnau at the greyhound 
stadium he feels proud of his nephew —he perceives a way to 
enter Arnau’s mysterious world.



  fIlM                                                                                                    

This film explores the universe of Arnau, a youngster living in a world 
of his own. Recounted like a fable, we are drawn into a unique place 
and time where we explore the transformation of a disappearing 
world.

Submerged in his delicate reality, Arnau sets out on a kind of 
subconscious voyage. With him on his journey are his songbirds: 
finches, greenfinches, linnets as well as a prize goldfinch which for 
him represents hope. No other bird sings like him, and this accounts 
for all the patient hours he spends training him.

However, Arnau is wounded, his heart is preoccupied with a tragedy. 
His mother is in prison waiting to be sentenced and things aren’t 
looking good. He lives with his older sister and dreams of spending his 
afternoons hanging out with his brother. To free his mother from her 
anguish, he devises a plan, but this decision forces him to confront 
a harsh reality.

The film speaks of the forgotten borders surrounding the city of 
Barcelona, between the main routes of the motorways, overhead 
cables, railway tracks and the river Besos, where expanses of 
vegetable gardens survive in a no-mans land, virtually strangers to 
the swarm of human activity. It is here where Arnau lives, removed 
from day-to-day events that shape the existence of others.

Not too far away, small houses and council tower blocks are being 
constructed on the nearby mountains. Appearing like conquerors in 
a new territory, striving to humanize the wild landscapes by battling 
against the inexorable forces of nature.

This landscape, essentially overlooked by the inhabitants of Barcelona 
and banished to nothingness, is like an enormous sewer in which all 
the rubble from the system is washed into. It is an industrial zone 
used for recycling, situated between a rural area and an urban area. 
The rotting waters of the river bring in wild boars, cattle and even a 
dying fox from the mountains.

Through the detailed observations of Arnau’s life and adventures, 
and the revelations of his actions, we discover the hidden secrets of 
the lives of all those who surround him.

  NOTES ON ThE fIlM 





MARC REChA  BIO  fIlMOgRAPhY                                                                                                

Biography

Director, screenwriter and film producer Marc Recha was born in 1970 
in L’Hospitalet de Llobregat. Self-taught, he began to look at the world 
through a camera as a child. At the age of 18, the Catalan Government’s 
Department of Culture awarded him a grant that would take him to 
Paris, where he collaborated on the film Otage (Marcel Hanoun). 
He has produced several shorts and five films that have garnered him 
recognition at festivals such as Cannes, Locarno, New York, Toronto and 
Venice. 

Filmography

• Petit Indi (Marc Recha, 2008). Director, screenwriter and 
producer.
Awaiting premiere

• Dies d’Agost / August Days (Marc Recha, 2005). Director and 
screenwriter.
Worlds premiere: Locarno film Festival, in competition, 2006.

• Les mains vides / Where is Madame Catherine? (Marc Recha, 2003). 
Director and screenwriter.
World premiere: Festival de Cannes, Un certain regard, 2003. 

• Pau i el seu germà / Pau and His Brother (Marc Recha, 2001). 
Director and screenwriter.
World premiere: Festival de Cannes, in competition 2001.

• L’arbre de les cireres / The Cherry Tree (Marc Recha, 1998). Director 
and screenwriter.
World premiere: Locarno film Festival, in competition. 

• El cielo sube / Heaven Rises (Marc Recha, 1991). Director, 
screenwriter and producer.
     World premiere, Locarno film Festival

Awards

• National Culture Award, Generalitat de Catalunya (Catalan 
Government), 2002, for Pau i el seu germà / Pau and His Brother 
(Marc Recha).

• FIPRESCI Award, Riga International Film Festival, 2002, for 
Pau i el seu germà / Pau and His Brother (Marc Recha).

• Onda Award for Best Director, 2001, for Pau i el seu germà / 
Pau and His Brother (Marc Recha).

• José Luis Guarner Critics’ Award, Sitges International Film 
Festival of Catalonia, 1998, for L’arbre de les cireres / The Cherry 
Tree (Marc Recha).

• FIPRESCI Award, Locarno International Film Festival, 1998, 
for L’arbre de les cireres / The Cherry Tree (Marc Recha).

• Award, Alcalá de Henares Film Festival, 1997, for L’escampavies 
/ The Coastguard Cutter.

• Barcelona City Prize for Best Film, 1992, for El cielo sube / 
Heaven Rises (Marc Recha).

• Open Screen Award, Alcalá de Henares Film Festival, 1992, 
for El cielo sube / Heaven Rises (Marc Recha).

• Best Film, Spanish Film Week, Murcia, 1992, for El cielo sube 
/ Heaven Rises (Marc Recha).

• Best Film, Huesca Film Festival, 1991, for La Maglana (Marc 
Recha).

• Second Prize, Alcalá de Henares Film Festival, 1990, for El 
celador (Marc Recha).
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